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Where to park

Drive along the road leading to the parking lot at Malga 
Brenta Bassa, go past the bridge over the Sarca di 
Vallesinella River and you will come to a large square.
The surface of the area is made of rammed earth and 
spaces are limited.
For people with, or needing a disability parking pass, 4 
adequately-sized parking spaces will be reserved at the 
beginning of the path.

REMOOVE staff will be available to facilitate entry/exit 
of the vehicle for those who so request

MALGA BRENTA BASSA
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Access to the concert area

From the parking area, the access route to the concert 
area consists of an initial stretch along an uphill forest 
road with a hard and slightly uneven surface.
(1 km, 50 meters change in altitude, 10% max gradient).

MALGA BRENTA BASSA
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After that, a short stretch (50 meters) of alpine 
meadow provides a clear path to the concert area.
However, the naturally uneven conformation of the land 
requires caution and a steady foot.
REMOOVE personnel will be available, for those who so 
request, to provide assistance and facilitate access to 
this last stretch, also for people using push or manual 
mobility aids.

Interested spectators are invited to contact our call 
center on 0464/076840 or email 
isuoniaccessibili@re-moove.it 
(WhatsApp 351 7181793)

MALGA BRENTA BASSA
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Assistance, services

REMOOVE staff will be on hand for the entire duration 
of the concert to provide assistance and support to 
anyone requesting it.
A special Infopoint will be set up at the parking lot 
(REMOOVE signs on site) as well as a sun-shielded 
waiting area near the concert venue.

Finally, electric Zoom vehicles suitable for off-road 
transport will be made available free-of-charge for 
people with impaired mobility requesting them. This 
service will be provided for the parking lot-concert 
area journey, where spectators will then have to stay 
with their own mobility aid.

A service for ensuring accessibility with special 
REMOOVE bikes can be booked using the contacts 
given in the previous chapter.

ZOOMFUN2GOVELOPLUS

MALGA BRENTA BASSA
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A chemical toilet that is also accessible to people with 
mobility aids will be located near the parking area of 
Malga Brenta Bassa. 

MALGA BRENTA BASSA
Assistance, services
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PASSO DI LAVAZÈ
Listening

Thanks to the co-operation of the Oriente Occidente 
Impresa Sociale-Ets, the deaf or hard-of-hearing 
will also be able to enjoy the acoustic experience.
REMOOVE will provide those who request them with 
Subpac devices, which are innovative audio-tactile 
instruments created for virtual reality experiences 
that are worn like backpacks and vibrate to the 
rhythm of the music, allowing sound perception 
through touch.
At the performances, thanks to the support of the 
ENS–Ente nazionale Sordi, (National Organization 
for the Deaf)’s experts, staff using sign-language will 
welcome the deaf spectators and explain how the 
Subpac works.

The availability of such devices is limited so those 
interested are invited to contact our call center on 
0464/076840 or write to isuoniaccessibili@re-moove.it 
(WhatsApp 351 7181793)


